
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

LEADING ENERGY ECONOMICS AND RESEARCH CONSULTANCY QAMAR ENERGY AND STRATEGY 

FIRM LAVAUX GLOBAL FORM A GLOBAL ALLIANCE 
 

23rd April, 2018 

 
Dubai | Perth, 23 April 2018 – Qamar Energy and LAVAUX Global today announced the establishment of an 
alliance to redefine how global energy and resource companies combine energy economics, geopolitical analysis 
and market research in their strategic planning and organisation. 
 
The alliance will leverage Qamar’s unparalleled research, energy economics and advisory capabilities with 
LAVAUX’s wealth of expertise in corporate strategy in the energy sector, operational excellence and organizational 
design. The alliance will support clients primarily in the Middle East, Australia and SE Asia. 
 
Robin Mills, the CEO of Qamar Energy, said that “unprecedented geopolitical and technological changes face the 
energy industry from the Middle East through Asia. The Qamar-Lavaux alliance helps companies and governments 
to move beyond traditional advice, to translate an understanding of these transformations into effective strategies 
and robust, flexible organisations.” 
 
Dr Dorel Iosif, the Founding Partner and CEO of LAVAUX Global, said that “our alliance with Qamar Energy will 
offer our clients integrated market research, strategy and organisational effectiveness. Our assistance enables our 
clients to synthesise energy economics, energy policy and data analysis to drive the planning of solid and 
executable corporate strategy, business strategy, organisational effectiveness and innovation. The Qamar-Lavaux 
alliance bridges that gap with an integrated, seamless offering that is more efficient and cost-effective for our 
clients.”  
 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
About Qamar Energy  

Qamar Energy provides leading-edge consulting and advisory services across the spectrum of energy companies, in 

strategy, economics and business development. We work with every segment of the industry: upstream, midstream and 

downstream. 

 

About Lavaux Global  

LAVAUX Global, headquartered in Australia, is a leading strategy, operations consulting and organizational 

transformation firm. The company has over 135 years of cumulative experience in energy and management consulting, 

in particular in the areas of organization design, corporate level strategy and strategic planning, dynamic capabilities and 

operational excellence. 
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